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Our program is contracted by Tumwater School District from Capitol Region ESD 113. 
 

Our Teachers are WA State OSPI Certified and WA State DOL trained and licensed. 
 

Thirty hours of very comprehensive 100% teacher-lead instruction. 
 

Six hours of Behind the Wheel Instruction and six hours of In-Car Observation; we drive with two 
students in the car.  Students drive one hour and observe for one hour, enhanced learning.   
 

Our drives are concurrent with the classroom lessons.  The concepts the students learn one week 
are taught in the car the next week.  Classroom instruction and drives finish together.   
 

Drive lessons are very structured; we start with basic car control, rural driving, two city drives, 
freeway driving, actual experience with emergency procedures and a final review/preview drive.  See 
the school web site from more detailed information. 
 

Our fee is $470, since our program is governed by ESD 113, we only charge what it costs to run the 
program.  The DOL Knowledge test is included!   
 

Convenient: Right after school, two days per week, six summer classes.  
 

Our program accommodates students with special needs. 
 

Our curriculum uses: 
 

“DRIVE RIGHT”, 10th Ed Text Book. 
The latest classroom and in-car techniques for teaching teen drivers developed by the National 
Institute for Driving Behavior (NIDB.ORG) and the American Driver and Traffic Safety Education 
Association (ADTSEA.ORG).  This includes techniques from a National Driver Training Curriculum 
that is being developed by the two organizations listed above. 
 

Our program provides five guest speakers:  Professionals in their fields to share their knowledge 
and help educate the students. 
 

Operation Lifesaver:  How to be safe around trains and train crossings (www.OLI.ORG). 
 

Insurance:  Our program has a very realistic insurance presentation/activity that really helps 
students understand what it is, why they need it, how much they might need and how it works. 
 

Impact Teen Drivers:  (http://whatdoyouconsiderlethal.com/) Traffic crashes are the number one 
killer of teen drivers.  This program makes them aware of the consequences of choices they will be 
making and provides them with some tools on how to prevent crashes. 
  

WSP:  We have a WA State Trooper come into the classroom to discuss teen issues with driving, 
new laws and allowing the students to ask questions of a police officer in a safe environment, rather 
than when it is too late.  
 

Coroner:  A very powerful presentation that really sends the message home about the 
consequences of bad choices. 
 

DOL Testing:  We include the DOL Knowledge Test at the end of the class.  DOL no longer does 
testing for first time licensees.  Upon completion of the course students will need to contact a 
commercial/private Driver training School for the DOL Drive test, their fees apply.   
 

For more information and to see what other parents and students have said about the course: 
Go to the school web site, click on “ACTIVITIES” then “TRAFFIC SAFETY”. 

http://www.oli.org/
http://whatdoyouconsiderlethal.com/

